ROAD CARRIER PERMITS

The under-mentioned applications for Public Road Carrier Permits indicate (1) reference number and the area within which the proposed road transport will be undertaken, (2) name of applicant and nature of application, (3) number and type of vehicles, (4) nature of proposed road transportation and (5) points between and routes over or area within which the proposed road transportation is to be effected are published in terms of section 14(1) of the Road Transportation Act, 1977 (Act No. 74 of 1977). Representations which interested parties wish to make in respect of the applications must comply with the provisions of regulation 4(1) of the Road Transportation Regulations, 1977 and must be in quadruplicate in respect of each application and must be delivered by hand or sent by registered post to the Secretary, Road Transportation Board, Private Bag 13178, Windhoek to reach that office not later than 21 days after the date of publication of this Government Gazette.

Address to which representations must be submitted: D. Viljoen, Private Bag 12030, Ausspannplatz, Windhoek, Namibia. Full particulars in respect of each application are open to inspection at the ROADS AUTHORITY, NaTIS House, Faraday Street, Windhoek.
App. 42451 (2) P A BERENDT 71071700510 (3) BOX 163, ORANJEMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 22 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From the Old Service station at Warmbad to Windhoek, Rhino Park Taxi Rank and return.

App. 42454 (2) M A POULTON 71063000289 (3) BOX 26652, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area as well as to and from Hosea Kutako Airport.

App. 42455 (2) M A POULTON 71063000289 (3) BOX 26652, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Windhoek to Hosea Kutako Airport to various places within Namibia.

App. 42462 (2) M ACHILLES 6505070000890 (3) BOX 7931, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal effects - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42488 (2) J N SHIIMI 80112700047 (3) BOX 8704, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42490 (2) A SHIIMI 85031201031 (3) BOX 96209, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42521 (2) J JEREMIA 68022600423 (3) BOX 8704, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42522 (2) O H HINAMITO 81061310108 (3) P O BOX 24631, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.
App. 42558 (2) P R PHILANDER 73061700048 (3) BOX 24611, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 70 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Rehoboth and return via the same route.

App. 42559 (2) J L MUNGOLO 79031310190 (3) BOX 8704, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42565 (2) S A TAPUBENGWA 82012010164 (3) BOX 183, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati Municipal Area.

App. 42566 (2) E ADDAE 610822 1003 7 (3) P O BOX 183, OSHAKATI, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Ondangwa Municipal Area to Oshikango and return.

App. 42567 (2) M KAPALA 560401 0019 2 (3) BOX 183, OSHAKATI, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati and Ondangwa Municipal Area to Oshikango and return.

App. 42568 (2) M KAPALA 560401 0019 2 (3) BOX 183, OSHAKATI, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati and Ondangwa Municipal Area to Oshikango and return.

App. 42571 (2) W D FEBRUARY 54060500593 (3) BOX 1722, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 8 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay to Rooikop Airport.

App. 42574 (2) S NAMBA 79010200094 (3) BOX 2636, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Oshakati to Ongwediva and back.

App. 42576 (2) D N GOAGOSESES 70102500630 (3) BOX 1051, OKAHANDJA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Okahandja Municipal Area.

App. 42579 (2) M SWARTZ 20053814 (3) BOX 50761, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within Windhoek Municipal Area and magisterial district and to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return.

App. 42586 (2) M I MANENGU 62052100423 (3) P O BOX 20705, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Hosea Kutako International Airport and / or other in Namibia on pre-booked to tours within a minimum duration of three days to place situated within Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia between neighbouring countries and return to the place of embarkation subject.

App. 42610 Permit 1929/5 (2) G UUGWANGA 6309051100749 (3) BOX 23246, WINDHOEK (4) Change Route, Particulars etc. (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Passengers (6B) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or Hosea Kutako International Airport and / or other Airports in Namibia to places situated within Namibia to; (7B) 5 passengers: RADIO TAXI.

App. 42613 (2) S NAMBA 79010200094 (3) BOX 2636, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati, Ongwediva and Ondangwa Municipal Area.

App. 42618 (2) C M GOWASES 70091900468 (3) BOX 7146, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42619 (2) H V MUHUURA 76011300197 (3) BOX 10243, KHOMASDAL, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42620 (2) J NANGOLO 76100700352 (3) BOX 2007, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati and from Oshakati to Ongwediva, Ondangwa and Oshikango.

App. 42624 (2) B JINDJI 75051300251 (3) P O BOX 2184, OSHAKATI, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 3 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Oshikuku, Oshakati, Ongwediva, Ondangwa Municipal Area.

App. 42634 (2) H HAUlugngo 55082600494 (3) PRIVATE BAG 2644, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent
Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42636 (2) N KAALI 75033000136 (3) BOX 95445, SOWETO, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42637 (2) L L P AMKONGO 80111900034 (3) BOX 759, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42638 (2) F N ASHIVUDHI 74010100397 (3) BOX 1949, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati and Ondangwa Municipal Area to Omuthiya and return.

App. 42639 (2) J BOERSSEN 52071310020 (3) BOX 2071, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Venture (7A) 7 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Swakopmund-, Walvis Bay-, Henties Bay and or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia and from Okahandja to Windhoek.

App. 42640 (2) M T HAIHAMBO 74072200212 (3) BOX 2560, SWAKOPMUND, NAMIBIA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area to Walvis Bay Municipal Area and return.

App. 42641 (2) M T HAIHAMBO 74072200212 (3) BOX 2560, SWAKOPMUND, NAMIBIA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area to Walvis Bay Municipal Area and return.

App. 42642 (2) K HAMUKOTO 710304100017 (3) P O BOX 2560, SWAKOPMUND, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area to Walvis Bay Municipal Area and return.

App. 42646 (2) F PETRUS 6611600109 (3) BOX 61471, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42679 (2) H T SHINIME 81081510102 (3) BOX 8704, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42680 (2) J G WARITZ 8110145226098 (3) BOX 68, AROAB (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Tourists (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Tourists (6C) 1 X Station wagon (5D) Tourists (6D) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 14 passengers: Tourists and their luggage - From Aroab to various places within Namibia, as well as organised parties from Aroab to different places within Namibia. (7B) 9 passengers: Tourists and their luggage - From Aroab to various places within Namibia, as well as organised parties from Aroab to different places within Namibia.

App. 42681 (2) T N KEKANDJO 77030900316 (3) BOX 15187, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati and Ondangwa Municipal Area.

App. 42682 (2) N N THOMAS 75061700171 (3) BOX 2250, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati and Ondangwa Municipal Area.

App. 42683 (2) N N THOMAS 75061700171 (3) BOX 2250, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati and Ondangwa Municipal Area.

App. 42695 (2) W EISEB 76032300447 (3) BOX 926, OKAHANDJA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Okahandja Municipal Area and from Okahandja to Windhoek.

App. 42696 (2) W L DICKSON 6401010200979 (3) BOX 566, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their luggage - From Windhoek/ Hosea Kutako Airport to various places within Namibia.

App. 42711 (2) R K MBAHUMA 7808230043 (3) BOX 95320, SOWETO, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42718 (2) A UUNONA 80120510448 (3) BOX 4401, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers
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and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42726 (2) L H HANGULA 80090700066 (3) BOX 60114, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati Municipal Area to Oshikango and return.

App. 42727 (2) M SHAAMA 83090910179 (3) BOX 60114, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42731 (2) E M HAIYAMBO 71101200014 (3) BOX 504, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area and to Katwiwi.

App. 42732 (2) M N LINGEMBWE 541002- 0700404 (3) P O BOX 744, RUNDU, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 7 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42733 (2) T OOSTHUYSEN 6001700028 (3) BOX 1899, TSUMEB (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to / or Hosea Kutako International Airport and / or other Airports in Namibia to places situated within Namibia to.

App. 42747 (2) E HIFINDWAKO 77081110150 (3) BOX 95103, SOWETO, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Windhoek and / or Hosea Kutako International Airport and / or other Airports in Namibia to places situated within Namibia to.

App. 42754 (2) B KAMATI 72052110135 (3) PO BOX 26498, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42755 (2) J KAMBALA 6606500234 (3) BOX 80891, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42756 (2) M MARTIN 640601100547 (3) BOX 80891, OLYMPIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42774 (2) L KANDJIRIOMUINI 7405110- 0103 (3) BOX 21504, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek and / or Hosea Kutako International Airport and / or other Airports in Namibia to places situated within Namibia to.

App. 42788 (2) O MAKUTI 80032700067 (3) BOX 27488, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42791 (2) F AKSEL 66121300280 (3) P O BOX 98438, PELICAN SQUARE, HOCH- LANDPARK, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 12 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Uukwaluudhi and Opuwo and back the same route.

App. 42803 (2) S N HANGULA 741228800226 (3) BOX 7044, KUISEBMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area.

App. 42804 (2) B K MATAA 78081010521 (3) BOX 2662, NGWEZE, KATIMA MULILO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their luggage - Within Katima Mulilo and its surroundings.

App. 42818 (2) M M MATENGU 680223000693 (3) PRIVATE BAG 13185, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42820 (2) C V NDJAVERA 64080600089 (3) P O BOX 793, GOBABIS, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Gann to Otinene, Epukiro Gobabis, Ojitimbinde, Windhoek and back.

App. 42824 (2) D SWARTBOOI 51030700451 (3) BOX 1131, GOBABIS (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Goobabiss Municipal Area.

App. 42827 (2) A NIILENGE 74032100624 (3) BOX 2786, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Walvis Bay Municipal Area and from Swakopmund to Walvis Bay.

App. 42836 (2) L H HANGULA 77050900516 (3) BOX 66, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area and Walvis Bay to Swakopmund.
App. 42837 (2) M INTERNATIONAL CC 98280 (3) BOX 90492, Klein Windhoek, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 9 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek International Airport to various places within Namibia and return.

App. 42846 Permit 99292 (2) R J K CLARKE 20070794 (3) BOX 70577, KHOMASDAL WINDHOEK (4) Additional Authority (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Passengers (6B) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 8 passengers: Tourists and their luggage - From Hosea Kutako Airport per attached annexure A (7B) 10 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42847 (2) T HELAO 64061000985 (3) BOX 759, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42848 (2) A HANGO 73081900166 (3) BOX 25613, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 1 X Unknown (7A) 12 passengers: From Namibia, Khomas (7B) 1 passengers: Goods and their luggage - From Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42851 (2) G M TITUS 7403161022 (3) BOX 154, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Bus Passengers (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 1 X Unknown (7A) 12 passengers: From Namibia, Khomas (7B) 1 passengers: Goods and their luggage - From Walvis Bay Swakopmund to Windhoek and back to Walvis Bay.

App. 42852 (2) R N IYAMBO 77020910114 (3) BOX 62744, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42853 (2) N IYAMBO 8000205116 (3) BOX 62744, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42856 (2) V S IIYAMBO 72072300177 (3) BOX 62744, WANAHEDA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42857 (2) P N JEKONIA 691303100073 (3) BOX 32744, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42860 (2) J SHIKONGO 78117800294 (3) BOX 156, OHANGWENA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati - Oshikango - Ondangwa and return.

App. 42861 (2) A N IIILUNGU 76041800244 (3) BOX 1886, ONGWEDIWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Passengers (6B) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42863 (2) CHAFRICA TRANSPORT CC 20050936 (3) BOX 4235, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Tourists (6B) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5C) Tourists (6C) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek Airport and places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return. (7B) 10 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek Airport and places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return.

App. 42866 (2) D D AMAAMBO 75121600100 (3) BOX 96209, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42867 (2) N MARKUS 591224001103 (3) BOX 96209, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42868 (2) J SHILULA 77091600215 (3) PO BOX 7016, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Walvis Bay Municipal Area and within Swakopmund area.

App. 42869 (2) O SHIKONGO 80061410683 (3) BOX 8704, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42870 (2) S HAUWANGA 8005150669 (3) BOX 61220, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42871 (2) D V KAVERUA 6809130018 (3) BOX 35119, PIONEERS PARK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers...
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42872 (2) V N PETRUS 73050200391 (3) BOX 369, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Organised passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Organised passengers (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 1 X Unknown (7A) 16 passengers: A group of persons travelling together with a common purpose as well as their personal luggage - From Swakopmund to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return via the same route. (7B) 1 passengers: Luggage of passengers - From Swakopmund to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return via the same route.

App. 42883 (2) F N NOONGELA 81091910162 (3) PO BOX 5309, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42897 (2) TOM PREE LANDSCAPING & GARDENING CC20061158 (3) PO BOX 1561, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourist and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund Municipal Area to other places situated within the Republic of Namibia.

App. 42909 (2) BENCHMARK TRANSPORT AND COURIER SERVICES CC. 7111210200216 (3) BOX 96580, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: (a) Tourist as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within Windhoek Municipal Area and within Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia and return. (b) Passengers and their personal luggage - From Rehoboth to Windhoek and return and from Windhoek to Walvis Bay and Oshakati and return, and Windhoek to Oranjemund and Lüderitz, and return.

App. 42915 (2) J NDIYABA 82021810283 (3) PO BOX 24324, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42920 (2) B HANGULA 77072900136 (3) BOX 6311, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their luggage - From Windhoek / Hosea Kutako Airport to various places within Namibia.

App. 42928 (2) S MUSHELENGA 45082500406 (3) PO BOX 19257, OMUTHIYA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Omuthiya Municipal Area to Ondangwa, Oshakati and Oshikango and return.

App. 42930 (2) S POKOLO 77080100224 (3) BOX 7345, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Rooikop Army Base and Swakopmund Municipal Area and return.

App. 42932 (2) J HAININGA 80082700125 (3) PO BOX 60114, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42933 (2) O HAMAKALI 82112410334 (3) BOX 385, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati Municipal Area.

App. 42934 (2) D SHIHWEKA 66031900262 (3) BOX 62, RUACANA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Goods (6B) 1 X Unknown (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Opuwo, Windhoek, Ruacana, Tsandi. Oshakati and return.

App. 42948 (2) F M RENGURA 81011010027 (3) BOX 95509, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area and from Windhoek/Hosea Kutako Airport to various places within Namibia.

App. 42955 (2) J NAUKHUSHU 68101300457 (3) PO BOX 81011, ÖHANGWENA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshikango, Eenhana, and Ondangwa Municipal Area.

App. 42963 (2) SHUTTLE NAMIBIA 50062- 70200260 (3) BOX 25625, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return.

App. 42989 (2) A IITA 88021800380 (3) BOX 96209, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.
App. 42990 (2) G HAILONO 8003110748 (3) BOX 700, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42991 (2) E KAPOLO 75091500588 (3) P O BOX 1798, OSHAKATI, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42992 (2) N V HANOTE 68100100748 (3) BOX 217, OHANGWENA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 3 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati and from Oshakati to Ondangwa and Oshikango.

App. 43004 (2) BUSH EVENTS & ADVENTURES (PTY) LTD 962343 (3) BOX 90008, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 17 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia and return.

App. 43015 (2) BIG FIVE TRANSFERS AND TOURS 20090542 (3) BOX 22514, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to Hotels, Lodges and places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return to the places of embarkation.

App. 43023 Permit 21392/1 (2) M MBENGELA 470921000372 (3) BOX 60690, WINDHOEK (4) Additional Authority (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 12 passengers: Passengers and their luggage From Windhoek to Oshakati and return via the same route. (7B) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Oshakati and Windhoek to Walvis Bay and via Swakopmund area.

App. 43031 Permit 1093/0 (2) Z KAMBWALE 73040400118 (3) P O BOX 115, ORANJEMUND, NAMIBIA (4) Change Route, Particulars etc. (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Passengers (6B) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area. (7B) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Oranjemund Municipal Area.

App. 43043 (2) N AMUKWAYA 82030610356 (3) BOX 295, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 4 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Oshakati Okahao and Uutapi via Oshikuku.

App. 43044 (2) E HANGO 77082900392 (3) P O BOX 295, OSHAKATI, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 3 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Oshikango via Ondangwa.

App. 43045 (2) S N SHILOMBOLENI 690908007-35 (3) BOX 4536, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 3 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Eenhana and Oshikango via Ondangwa.

App. 43047 (2) R L SHIXWANDA 6806061101270 (3) BOX 923, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 2 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Eenhana / Oshikango to Oshakati via Ondangwa.

App. 43049 (2) J MICHAEL 82112810081 (3) BOX 277, GROOTFONTEIN (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 17 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Gobabis to: (1) Windhoek, (2) Walvis Bay, (3) Rundu and (4) Lüderitz and return via the same routes.

App. 43050 (2) M A DENTLINGER 68042502-00134 (3) BOX 13, GOBABIS (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 19 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Gobabis to: (1) Windhoek, (2) Walvis Bay, (3) Rundu and (4) Lüderitz and return via the same routes.

App. 43052 (2) P IDUWA 64061400770 (3) BOX 80891, OLYMPIA, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43054 (2) L KARUNDA 82010850017 (3) BOX 80891, OLYMPIA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43055 (2) E H AMADHILA 750072500578 (3) BOX 80269, OLYMPIA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43062 (2) M S AINDONGO 81031810064 (3) BOX 96134, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.
App. 43063 (2) F K NEHALE 80032100116 (3) BOX 8704, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43064 (2) G MALYENGE 80011810227 (3) BOX 8704, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43073 (2) A I NANGOLO 84122610389 (3) P O BOX 95365, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43075 (2) K N MUFALO 74021100318 (3) BOX 50247, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43086 (2) N J VAN WYK 63083000308 (3) BOX 20188, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Goods (6B) 1 X Unknown (7A) 14 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Katima Mulilo and back the same route.

App. 43093 (2) T S N HANGULA 83010210345 (3) BOX 1179, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43094 (2) J NAMWANDI 75010100932 (3) BOX 3280, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Rooikop Base Airport and Swakopmund and return via the same route.

App. 43106 (2) T IYAMBO 58081700048 (3) P O BOX 31363, PIONERSPARK, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 1 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43112 (2) S P MUNGUNGU 89040900450 (3) BOX 24916, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshikango Municipal Area to Ondangwa and return.

App. 43113 (2) S NAUKUSHU 64051200388 (3) BOX 24916, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43114 (2) F T KAMATI 86110600288 (3) PO BOX 24916, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43115 (2) SHIWA TRANSFERS AND TOURS CC 20090928 (3) BOX 24209, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Transfer tourists and their luggage - From Windhoek / Hosea Kutako Airport to various places within Namibia.

App. 43118 (2) T T KAPEWASHA 69052700427 (3) BOX 80891, OLYMPIA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati and Ondangwa Municipal Area.

App. 43119 (2) P HALWEENDO 72110800453 (3) BOX 80891, OLYMPIA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43120 (2) A I KAHYATA 69111500212 (3) P O BOX 80891, OLYMPIA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshikango to Oranjemund and return and from Windhoek to Walvis Bay and to Oshikango and return and from Ondangwa to Windhoek and return and from Windhoek to Katima Mulilo and return.

App. 43132 (2) T N KAMATI 83122610132 (3) BOX 95529, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43133 (2) BENCHMARK TRANSPORT AND COURIER SERVICES CC. 711121000216 (3) BOX 96580, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 23 passengers: (A) Persons and their personal luggage - From (1) Rehoboth to Windhoek and return, (2) Windhoek to Walvis Bay and return, Windhoek to Katima Mulilo and return, (3) Oranjemund to Oshakati and return and (4) Windhoek to Lüderitz and return. (B) Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and the Hosea Kutako International Airport as well as other Airports situated within the Republic of Namibia to places situated within Namibia and return.

App. 43134 (2) M IPINGLE 82082210073 (3) PO BOX 63013, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New
Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43135 (2) M IPINGE 82082210073 (3) PO BOX 63013, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 28 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Onesi to Windhoek and back the same route.

App. 43136 (2) J V MBANGULA 75111000275 (3) BOX 95529, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43137 (2) J V MBANGULA 75111000275 (3) BOX 95529, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 28 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Rosh Pinah to Okalongo and back the same route.

App. 43141 (2) S SIMON 61060700123 (3) BOX 3552, ONGWEDIVA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Oshakati and Ongwediva and 10 kilometers radius.

App. 43144 (2) W AHWEKA 73010900025 (3) BOX 30337, WANAHENDA, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 13 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek, Oshikango, Oranjemund, Walvis Bay, Oshikango.

App. 43150 (2) T TOMAS 72100500430 (3) BOX 1564, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers as well as their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43152 (2) J HAILONGA 74032100225 (3) PO BOX 61094, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers as well as their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43154 (2) M ANDREAS 67041300153 (3) BOX 583, ONDANGWA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers as well as their personal luggage - Within SWAKOPMUND / Walvis Bay Municipal Area and to Henties Bay and return.

App. 43157 (2) E ANKOM 66020203298 (3) BOX 2018, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers as well as their personal luggage - Within SWAKOPMUND / Walvis Bay Municipal Area and to Henties Bay and return.

App. 43160 (2) A S KUUTONDOKWA 76033000-099 (3) BOX 524, HENTIES BAY, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Henties to SWAKOPMUND Municipal Area.

App. 43161 (2) P SHIKONGO 530606010896 (3) BOX 804, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Ondangwa, Ongwediva Oshakati Municipal Area.

App. 43170 (2) T L LORENTZ 82030110272 (3) BOX 371, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Organised passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: 1. Persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Hosea Kutako International Airport and return. (shuttle) 2. A group of persons travelling together as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return via the same route.

App. 43176 (2) A T KAMUHUKA 76050400326 (3) BOX 4546, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43179 (2) M E DA CUNHA 54122600030 (3) BOX 70265, KOMASDAL, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 8 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - Windhoek and / or Hosea Kutako Internal Airport and / or other Airports in Namibia.

App. 43189 (2) S JOHANNES 8407191013 (3) BOX 645, OKAHANDJA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Oshakati and Ondangwa and Oshikango.

App. 43194 (2) V KEENDEJELE 731214000158 (3) BOX 63179, WANAHENDA, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within SWAKOPMUND / Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 43195 (2) V KEENDEJELE 731214000158 (3) BOX 63179, WANAHENDA, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within SWAKOPMUND Municipal Area.

App. 43218 (2) S T IHULU 80040710475 (3) BOX 50770, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Windhoek to Walvis Bay, Oshakati, Keetmanshoop and Oranjemund and back the same route.
Windhoek Municipal Area.

Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within

(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers:

New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers

7 (3) BOX 62101, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4)

App. 43231 (2) M NAKALUUDHE 610907 1002

7 (3) BOX 62101, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4)

New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers

(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers:

Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within

Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43232 (2) L M NUUGULU 83052610023 (3)

BOX 7884, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New

Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers

(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers:

Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within

Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43233 (2) S S KAPIYE 76062910138 (3)

BOX 20840, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent

Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan

(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and

their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43234 (2) L MENGU 80040210170 (3)

BOX 96071, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent

Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan

(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and

their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43235 (2) M ANDREAS 67041300153 (3)

BOX 583, ONDANGWA, 9000 (4) New Perma-

nent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan

(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and

their personal luggage - Within Ondangwa Municipal Area via Ununo, within 30 km to Oshikango and Eenhana and return.

App. 43236 (2) EXECU TRANS 5905235180003

(3) BOX 357, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent

Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 3 X Sedan

(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists (transfers) as well as their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay and/or the Walvis Bay Airport and Hosea Kutako International Airport and Eros Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return to the places of embarkation.

App. 43237 (2) E PETRUS 73060400954 (3)

BOX 3939, VINETA, SWAKOPMUND (4) New

Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers

(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area to Walvis Bay Municipal Area, 30 km and Arandis, 56 km and return.

App. 43238 (2) I AMUNYELA 74112600245 (3)

BOX 417, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Au-

thorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan

(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and

their personal luggage - Within Oshakati Municipal Area to Ongwediva, Ondangwa and Oshikuku and return.

App. 43239 (2) S S N IXULU 86011600123 (3)

BOX 828, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Au-

thorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan

(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and

their personal luggage - Within Oshakati Municipal Area to Ondangwa and Oshikuku and return.

App. 43240 (2) T T NANTINDA 71033110035 (3)

BOX 51, GROOTFONTEIN (4) New Permanent

Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 3 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati Municipal Area to Ondangwa and Oshikango and return.

App. 43242 (2) SHIWA TRANSFERS AND TOURS CC 20090928 (3) BOX 24209, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Windhoek to Rehoboth and back the same route.

App. 43243 (2) M IPINGE 50040990452 (3) BOX 50393, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Bus Passengers (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 1 X Unknown (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Windhoek to Lüderitz, Oranjemund, Walvis Bay, and back the same route. (7B) 1 passengers: Goods - From Windhoek to Lüderitz, Oranjemund, Walvis Bay, and back the same route.

App. 43246 (2) T G NAUYOMA 8602100297 (3) BOX 656, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Keetmanshoop Municipal Area.

App. 43260 (2) F AKSEL 66121300280 (3) P O BOX 98438, PELICAN SQUARE, HOCHLANDPARK, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Employees (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 12 passengers: Employees of Darwin Welding and General Engineering and their luggage - From their places of residence - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43262 (2) N DAMASEB 80102100020 (3) BOX 7559, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43267 (2) K D HAMUKOSHI 81051010063 (3) BOX 40311, AUSSPANPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43270 (2) E N HAFUNDA 7505100615 (3) BOX 188, OSHAKATI, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati via Ondangwa to Oshikango area and return.

App. 43271 (2) L N HAIPINGE 71082200488 (3) BOX 3183, ONGWEDIVA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ongwediva, Oshakati to Oshikango via Ondangwa.

App. 43273 (2) A I KASERA 69072910060 (3) P O BOX 24339, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Tourist and their luggage - From Windhoek/Hosea Kutako Airport to various places within Namibia.

App. 43284 (2) TSUWEB CORPORATE LOGISTICS CC, CC20081505 (3) BOX 65, TSUWEB (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Employees (6A) 3 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Employees in the employ of Areva Resources as well as their personal effects - From Windhoek to Swakopmund office and return and from Swakopmund to the Hosea Kutako International Airport and return to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return via the same route.

App. 43298 (2) J MURISE 7109180001 (3) PRIVATE BAG 247, OTJIWARONGO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 43300 (2) MEC LINERS CC. CC20090460 (3) PO BOX 70265, KHOMASDAL, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 8 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return to the places of embarkation.

App. 43303 (2) C MCCLUNE CC20070336 (3) PO BOX 24875, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their luggage - From Windhoek/ Hosea Kutako Airport to various places within Namibia. (Shuttle)

App. 43309 (2) S KATJATENJA 670204060089 (3) BOX 61794, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Employees (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 35 passengers: Employees in the employ of Otjozondjupa Mining as well as their personal luggage - From their places of residence at Windhoek to their places of business at the Otjozondjupa Mine situated near Okahandja and return via the same route.

App. 43324 (2) J MURISE 71091800081 (3) BOX 247, OTJIWARONGO, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 43330 (2) J M FESTUS 67112810019 (3) BOX 184, WALVIS BAY, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area and to Swakopmund.
App. 43331 (2) A SHIPANGA 59081800868 (3) PO BOX 1568, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Oshikango and Ondangwa.

App. 43332 (2) A L SEZULI 5504160724 (3) BOX 22807, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 2 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 19 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Katima Mulilo, Walvis Bay, Oshakati and back the same route.

App. 43337 (2) M HAKSKEEN 68081201602 (3) BOX 24264, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Passengers (6B) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Walvis Bay and return. (7B) 10 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Groot Aub and return.

App. 43338 (2) A THOMAS 56062000956 (3) BOX 60532, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43340 (2) A SHIPANZI 68012009688 (3) BOX 24264, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Onaanda via Oshakati and back the same route.

App. 43349 (2) K M LUBINDA 62122400943 (3) BOX 748, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area and return.

App. 43350 (2) J EISEB 6306060501018 (3) BOX 5977, AUSSPANNPLATZ (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43356 (2) B SHIKOLALYE 72111100420 (3) BOX 815, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43359 (2) H A VAN WYK 74020900167 (3) BOX 4819, REHOBOTH, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return to the places of embarkation.

App. 43362 (2) F N NANTINDA 83060510040 (3) BOX 1569, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Oshakati to Ondangwa and Oshikango.

App. 43379 (2) K IIYAMBO 6909241100282 (3) P O BOX 60068, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 28 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Windhoek to Oshakati, Uukwaluudhi, Oshikango, Walvis Bay, Lüderitz and back the same route.

App. 43381 (2) CHIEFS ADVENTUTERS CC 20050895 (3) BOX 80902, OLYMPIA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Tourists and their luggage - From Windhoek/Hosea Kutako Airport to various places within Namibia.

App. 43387 (2) P O BOX 1611, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa, Eenhana, Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 43388 (2) E SILVANUS 80033110042 (3) BOX 516, OHANGWENA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Windhoek to Katima Mulilo, Walvis Bay, Lüderitz and back the same route.

App. 43399 (2) S OSCAR 84040411064 (3) BOX 81, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43400 (2) L P SIMBINDE 72013000316 (3) BOX 50065, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Windhoek to Oshakati, Uukwaluudhi, Oshikango and Ondangwa.

App. 43402 (2) T TUEUMUNA 6903280051 (3) BOX 3020, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Ongha, Oshikango, Eenhana, Ondangwa and from Ondangwa to Oshakati.

App. 43410 (2) W N SHIMOOSHILI 69072000001 (3) BOX 7228, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Oshakati to Ondangwa via Oshakati.
App. 43412 (2) BACKZFRONT 20052076 (3) BOX 1582, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 10 passengers: Tourists and their luggage - Swakopmund/Hosea Kutako Airport to various places within Namibia.

App. 43414 (2) L KAKWELE 65/06000491 (3) BOX 7556, KUISEBMBUND, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area and return.

App. 43415 (2) J DOESES 730427000166 (3) BOX 8704, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43422 (2) J M STRAUSS 67040900025 (3) BOX 4074, REHOBOOTH, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Goods (6C) 2 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 2 X Unknown (7A) 16 passengers: (1) Passengers and their personal luggage - From Rehoboth to Windhoek and return, Windhoek to Walvis Bay and return and Windhoek to Oranjemund and return. (2) A group of persons travelling together with a common purpose as well as their personal luggage - From Rehoboth to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return via the same route. (7B) 1 passengers: (1) Luggage of passengers - From Rehoboth to Windhoek and return, Windhoek to Walvis Bay and return and Windhoek to Oranjemund and return. (2) Luggage of passengers - From Rehoboth to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return via the same route.

App. 43425 (2) J A CLOETE 69/022700186 (3) BOX 1491, KEETMANSHOOP (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Keetmanshoop Municipal Area.

App. 43431 (2) A URI-KHOB 82/020310090 (3) BOX 5104, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund, Khorixas, Usakos, Okahandja, Windhoek, Otjiwarongo and back the same route.

App. 43434 (2) A KHARUXAB 49/07200465 (3) BOX 60428, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43477 (2) H HAUFIKU 68/04041101389 (3) BOX 61606, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43491 (2) R J ZAAHL 76/02200322 (3) BOX 24077, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: (1) Persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to the Hosea Kutako International Airport and return. (2) Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to hotels, lodges, and/or boarding houses situated within Windhoek Municipal Area and to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the border of Namibia and return.

App. 43494 (2) TRIP TOURS 86094 (3) BOX 100, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Employees (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Employees in the employ of the Company Namibian Breweries as well as their personal effects - From their places of residence situated within Windhoek Municipal Area to their place of business at Namibia Breweries situated within Windhoek and to the Hosea Kutako International Airport and return via the same route.

App. 43519 (2) M SIPUMBU 59/110400532 (3) BOX 517, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Rundu to Katwitwi and back the same route.

App. 43520 (2) M LINYANDO 62/02140700394 (3) BOX 1395, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Rundu to Katwitwi and back.

App. 43523 (2) M SEVELUS 97/120400179 (3) BOX 96209, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Swakopmund to Walvis Bay and back the same route.

App. 43524 (2) A NAKANEWE 85/10283 (3) BOX 96209, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43534 (2) K N SHIDIMENI 68/102810068 (3) P O BOX 824, OAHANGWE, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage - Within Helao Nafidi, Eenhana and Ondangwa.

App. 43535 (2) I N S ASINO 85/012910125 (3) BOX 60156, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New
Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43544 (2) A J JELEMLA 70062300474 (3) P O BOX 63269, WANAHEDA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43545 (2) P A ANGHUWO 74012600133 (3) BOX 1807, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area and return.

App. 43550 (2) P F MUYALA 72061400280 (3) BOX 3050, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area and return.

App. 43567 (2) J UIRAB 6301310500151 (3) P O BOX 277, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places situated on the borders of Namibia and return.

App. 43571 (2) K E KADHILA 77020610013 (3) BOX 8194, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43576 Permit 24732/0 (2) I J FREDERICKS 62112200283 (3) BOX 877, LÜDERITZ (4) Additional Authority (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Passengers (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia and return to the places of embarkation. (7B) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Lüderitz to Keetmanshoop - Windhoek and Windhoek to Keetmanshoop - Lüderitz.

App. 42465 Permit 24343/0 (2) V HANGULA to O H HINAMITO 8106130108 (3) BOX 24631, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42467 Permit 16225/1 (2) T ANGALA to T S AMWAAMA 0126340 (3) BOX 8968, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42474 Permit 4253/2 (2) F I IKONJIA to N S N SHILILIFA 8006400110 (3) BOX 98453, PELICAN SQUARE, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42482 Permit 211/1 (2) R P W GESCHKE to N KATIVA 77121110172 (3) BOX 1341, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Rank 82, Greenwell Matongo, to places situated within the Municipality of Windhoek.

App. 42486 Permit 10166/1 (2) H A IZAAKS to G M BENJAMIN 64022300469 (3) BOX 4093, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42491 Permit 10057/1 (2) H N NEPUNDA to N NEPOLO 6909700625 (3) P O BOX 577, LÜDERITZ, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Windhoek and from Windhoek to Katima Mulilo and return.

App. 42494 Permit 4684/1 (2) M POKOLO to S A NDODHI 7008200141 (3) P O BOX 710, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42499 Permit 23431/0 (2) S M M IITA to T SHIVUTE 87061100297 (3) PRIVATE BAG 80592, OLYMPIA, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42501 Permit 24362/0 (2) S KALOLA to E T DENGJINGE 70090300270 (3) BOX 15551, OSHAKATI (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ongwediva, Oshakati Municipal Area.

App. 42507 Permit 7118/1 (2) W K VAN ZYL to N N HEINRICH 78053100104 (3) BOX 35, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42518 Permit 19024/0 (2) S NAMUGONGO to N NTINDA 76100400405 (3) BOX 62162,
No. 4246

KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42541 Permit 4498/6 (2) XINGYAN ZHANG to E V KAMBATO 80021810532 (3) BOX 27145, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42545 Permit 14194/2 (2) M J MBETJIHA to M TWABI 78020500146 (3) BOX 21759, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area, and as per the attached annexure “A”, “B” and “C”.

App. 42564 Permit 1706/4 (2) A A A KALLA to T D KATONDOKA 73031000635 (3) BOX 61880, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42584 Permit 8088/1 (2) K MWENGO to J J LOMBARDT 78060100114 (3) BOX 61398, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42592 Permit 9382/0 (2) O I NEGONGO to F NUUYOMA 75021700154 (3) BOX 3125, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42595 Permit 3079/2 (2) W GENTZ to J H STEYN 6701600590 (3) BOX 32178, PIONIERS-PARK, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42601 Permit 24432/0 (2) B ALUMBUNGU to R R ALUMBUNGU 81050310632 (3) BOX 7082, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area. (7B) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42607 Permit 11139/1 (2) O POPINAWA to N J SHIKONGENI 71022800132 (3) BOX 61910, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42611 Permit 15665/1 (2) C S HOMSEB to S GARISEB 77110900037 (3) BOX 3262, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42614 Permit 2941/3 (2) E KATZAO to J TOPNAAR 6201250900418 (3) BOX 24746, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42632 Permit 24451/0 (2) P T SHILUMBU to I AKANIME 78092410267 (3) BOX 4, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 42665 Permit 17859/0 (2) A AMAKALI to P M CLAASSEN 71091500118 (3) PO BOX 22474, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42671 Permit 14633/1 (2) K ITANA to W P AMUTHENU 74060300314 (3) P O BOX 1844, ONDANGWA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati and Ondangwa Municipal Area to Oshikango and Omuthiya and return.

App. 42674 Permit 17613/0 (2) S MATHEW to P N SHIFELA 80001300082 (3) BOX 1447, OKAHANDJA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Ondangwa.

App. 42684 Permit 22720/0 (2) J E MARTIN to J P ALFEUS 78082610220 (3) PRIVATE BAG 23463, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42686 Permit 22754/0 (2) J FRANS to B SHIKONGENI 74082800840 (3) PO BOX 7222, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Persons and their...
personal luggage - From: Ruacana to Oranjemund and return, Windhoek to Katima Mulilo and return, Katima Mulilo to Walvis Bay and return and Windhoek to Khorixas and return.

App. 42688 Permit 6259/1 (2) J MANDUME to M HILUNANYE 7809080017 (3) BOX 19, OSHIKANGO (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Oshakati, Ondangwa and Oshikango Municipal Areas.

App. 42709 Permit 14783/0 (2) W G //G OMEB to R K MBAHUMA 7808230043 (3) BOX 95320, SOWETO, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42713 Permit 21958/0 (2) M NDHIKWA to E NAMIBIA COM CC 061173 (3) BOX 27483, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42719 Permit 5099/1 (2) N HOAEB to P T N SHEYA 8904050096 (3) BOX 96309, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42729 Permit 24486/0 (2) L N IIPINGE to F A ANDIMA 740412423 (3) BOX 572, OSHAKATI (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42744 Permit 20617/0 (2) N V HANOTE to J J SHAVUKA 69112800309 (3) BOX 1314, ONDANGWA, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Eenhana via Ondangwa and Oshikango.

App. 42751 Permit 19276/1 (2) M LOUW to A J KASTOOR 600707020137 (3) BOX 566, REHOBOOTH (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Rehoboth to Windhoek, Windhoek to Walvis Bay and Windhoek to Lüderitz.

App. 42758 Permit 24527/0 (2) L MAHLANGU to W SHAVATOLE 69011103029 (3) BOX 19, OTJIWARONGO (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 42759 Permit 3432/0 (2) E NIHOTI to M M BOCK 8611100016 (3) BOX 25217, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42764 Permit 18629/0 (2) A HARAGAES to J SOMAEB 8006090032 (3) BOX 23433, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42769 Permit 10114/1 (2) K SHIKOMBA to L NAKASHOLE 78102210060 (3) BOX 8009, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42780 Permit 24050/0 (2) V S IIYAMBO to A LAKANIME 73121700308 (3) BOX 4026, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 15 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay to Noordoewer and return via the same route.

App. 42800 Permit 22449/0 (2) F NDJODHI to L AKANIME 73121700308 (3) BOX 4026, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund to Walvis Bay and return.

App. 42801 Permit 3094/2 (2) D KALENGA to L AKANIME 73121700308 (3) BOX 4026, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Hatch back (7A) 5 passengers: Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area - As per the attached annexure ‘A’.

App. 42812 Permit 24555/0 (2) M SISINDI to TWENDE EXPRESS 200412423 (3) BOX 9615, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.
App. 42832 Permit 20651/0 (2) P G DU PLESSIS to G BEUKES 79120300050 (3) BOX 1360, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42840 Permit 24571/0 (2) H SIAMWANDA to H M SHIFINDI 82053010134 (3) BOX 21569, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42889 Permit 3750/3 (2) S HAN DURA 68021000015 (3) P O BOX 4253, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Replacement of Vehicle (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42900 Permit 1795/2 (2) C S NOWASEB to F K SHAANIKA 76110900184 (3) P O BOX 963, OKA HAN DJA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage on bona fide taxi-trips - As per the attached annexer ‘A’.

App. 42911 Permit 8505/2 (2) T F IITHETE to T UUNONA 55051000339 (3) BOX 21510, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 42917 Permit 21203/1 (2) J A METTLER to D SHIGWEDHA 53062500190 (3) PO BOX 95208, SOWETO MARKET, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Walvis Bay, Windhoek to Ruacana, Windhoek to Lüderitz and Windhoek to Katima Mulilo Municipal Area.

App. 42919 (2) D SHIGWEDHA 53062500190 (3) PO BOX 95208, SOWETO MARKET, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Goods (6A) 1 X Unknown (7A) 1 passengers: Luggages - From Windhoek to Walvis Bay, Windhoek to Ruacana, Windhoek to Lüderitz and Windhoek to Katima Mulilo Municipal Area.

App. 42926 Permit 24218/1 (2) S MALIMA to J K D SEBASTIAO 77053110044 (3) BOX 4148, Walvis Bay (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.
App. 43037 Permit 23159/0 (2) F KAMBONDE to L N PILUKENI 86010600146 (3) BOX 5011, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43039 Permit 24074/0 (2) E.L. KALUNDINGO to P SHIKONGO 5360601895 (3) BOX 804, OSHAKATI (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Ondangwa, Ongwediva, Oshakati. Municipal Area.

App. 43046 Permit 24620/0 (2) L SHIYUKIFENI to P ELIFAS 70040100820 (3) BOX 2471, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 43069 Permit 18084/1 (2) J GUISEB to J NGHIHONGELWA 80080910057 (3) BOX 3504, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43080 Permit 5824/1 (2) E KATUOO to J NANGOLO630514110470(3)BOX3504,WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43084 Permit 14234/0 (2) E HANGO to N SHILOMBELENI 70060600632 (3) BOX 295, OSHAKATI (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Oshikango.

App. 43087 Permit 8031/1 (2) P AKSEL to E NANTANGA83110610213(3)BOX23432,WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43092 Permit 10509/2 (2) A N SHIKONGO to J K EMBULA 72082000591 (3) BOX 96142, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43103 Permit 9517/0 (2) D KONKOLA to P IMBODI 78090610234 (3) BOX 2940, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area and return.

App. 43111 Permit 724/3 (2) L N SHIVUTE to G SHILONGO 7808201035 (3) BOX 62669, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Rank 74, to places situated within the Municipality of Windhoek.

App. 43148 Permit 7668/0 (2) L M HAMUTENYA to H S NENGUMBE 76082300459 (3) BOX 1925, RUNDU (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 43155 Permit 13437/1 (2) L K SIMENDE to E M CASTRO 82060511135 (3) P O BOX 54, RUNDU, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 43158 Permit 272/2 (2) J S MAKUTI to R SHERAS 79070310047 (3) BOX 299, RUNDU (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - In the Municipality of Rundu.

App. 43162 Permit 7272/1 (2) K VILGILIO to M M SKEU 74020500304 (3) BOX 1361, RUNDU (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 43168 Permit 1953/0 (2) B PAULUS to T M MUPETAMI 57101400434 (3) BOX 98064, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43172 Permit 5836/2 (2) T CLARKE to B C MULIOKELA 8307010127 (3) BOX 70265, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43173 Permit 10986/2 (2) N SHINGENGE to F P HAUFIKU 81083010417 (3) BOX 2797, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43184 Permit 10184/0 (2) C MUTEMA to G K MULETA 72041500343 (3) BOX 532, NGWEZE, KATIMA MULILO (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Katima Mulilo Municipal Area.

App. 43186 Permit 1184/2 (2) A VAN ROOI to F S MWANGALA 88108000597 (3) BOX 30363, PIONIERSPARK, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.
App. 43188 Permit 2379/1 (2) S ENKALI to F T MULUNGA 7252200487 (3) BOX 2294, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43202 Permit 8637/4 (2) M AMUTENYA to S S HIPINGE 8105210048 (3) BOX 2673, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43212 Permit 5191/5 (2) J H SIMUKETA to S S PHILLIPUS 66022700310 (3) BOX 6439, AUSSPANNPLATZ (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage. Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43214 Permit 1579/1 (2) E NAKATHERINGO to W S IHEMBA 79082210131 (3) BOX 1470, RUNDU (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 43248 Permit 24249/0 (2) E TOMAS to S V NGHIIFIKWA 7607080008 (3) BOX 62597, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 43251 Permit 21903/0 (2) J J MUUNDJUA to S Y M ABOU AYASHA 5001083MDO0003 (3) BOX 9472, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43256 Permit 2049/2 (2) S TYOYA to G H TILASHA 81061700011 (3) BOX 7930, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43285 Permit 5780/3 (2) D J SCHOONBEE to F T NTINDA 66040200049 (3) BOX 63110, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43299 Permit 1654/3 (2) C MCCLUNE CC20070386 (3) P O BOX 24875, WINDHOEK (4) Replacement of Vehicle (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43315 Permit 17862/1 (2) G SAANDE to S V HAIMBODI 75081600735 (3) P O BOX 390, OSHAKATI, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Oranjemund to Oshakati and back.

App. 43322 Permit 4610/1 (2) J SHIKONGO to P TOBIAS 81100101283 (3) BOX 3013, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 43327 Permit 24862/0 (2) F UGWANGA to F S MATEUS 47021001111 (3) BOX 7080, OSHAKATI, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Oshakati municipal / Ongwediva / Ondangwa to Oshikango and return.

App. 43346 Permit 11359/2 (2) J GUSEB to N BRENNER 83101510376 (3) BOX 2333, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 5 passengers: From Namibia.

App. 43352 Permit 21927/0 (2) S K SIYAVE to C M KAYONGO 80051401156 (3) BOX 1112, RUNDU (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 43367 Permit 24893/0 (2) T SPEEDY INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT to J JOSEPH 80101-210671 (3) BOX 61358, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43368 Permit 17014/1 (2) J GUSEB to N F C MIGUEL 1503510000 (3) BOX 4148, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43380 Permit 90355/0 (2) R VAN WYK to R M RJETZ 800506 1097 (3) BOX 22877, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Bus Passengers (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - From (1) Otjiwarongo to Windhoek and return via the same route. (2) Otjiwarongo to Grootfontein, Rundu and Opuwo and return via the same route. (3) Otjiwarongo to Swakopmund and return via the same route. (7B) 1 passengers: Luggage of passengers - From (1) Otjiwarongo to Windhoek and return via the same route. (2) Otjiwarongo to Grootfontein, Rundu and Opuwo and return via the same route. (3) Otjiwarongo to Swakopmund and return via the same route.

App. 43385 Permit 4597/2 (2) B C L VAN WYK to A G BOUGARD 79032310275 (3) BOX 10502, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Author-
App. 43391 Permit 24793/0 (2) D A ILONGA to K AMUNIME 69110300376 (3) P O BOX 626050, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43393 Permit 13958/1 (2) K J SHIWEDA to L NEKWIITA 700911700787 (3) BOX 1484, OSHAKATI (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan, (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Patients and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43396 Permit 7177/2 (2) V KEENDJELE to R K SIEHO 77080500060 (3) BOX 2032, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Patients and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43398 Permit 14596/0 (2) M NGUWO to G B JANUARY 51092000356 (3) BOX 3738, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan, (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Patients and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43404 Permit 16787/1 (2) A M GAWESES to H H SHIKANGALA 76062500436 (3) BOX 25772, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Patients and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43416 (2) B N ERASTUS 68070300779 (3) BOX 96904, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Goods (6A) 1 X Unknown (7A) 1 passengers: Luggage of passengers - From Windhoek to Oshakati and return via the same route.

App. 43418 Permit 22176/0 (2) D H BENADE to S GOWASEB 51040400353 (3) PRIVATE BAG 2500, REHOBOTH (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Patients and their personal luggage - Within Rehoboth Municipal Area.

App. 43429 Permit 6217/2 (2) M MBENGELE to J D MANGUNDU 79111201121 (3) BOX 13274, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43439 Permit 20161/0 (2) M SWARTZ to CANAAN TOURS AND TRANSFERS CC. CC20091171 (3) BOX 50761, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within Windhoek Municipal Area and magisterial district and to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return.

App. 43444 Permit 24950/0 (2) G MANETTI to B MANETTI 57022000365 (3) BOX 21239, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Patients and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43446 Permit 20548/1 (2) P K LUKAS to I MARKUS 6106061101502 (3) BOX 9111, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Patients and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43451 Permit 24460/0 (2) E R ARAEB to D M LUBASI 78021510404 (3) BOX 455, OTJIWARONGO (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 43453 Permit 13487/0 (2) A KANGULU to J U KONKOLA 811218 1011 7 (3) BOX 3054, WAVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 43470 Permit 4777/2 (2) M T IZYENDA to P K UULENGA 73030700240 (3) BOX 26144, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43474 Permit 24323/2 (2) K C UAZUKWANI to E K NUUNYANGO 83112510372 (3) BOX 25100, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43476 Permit 24975/0 (2) D ORUB to A ORUS 63012500456 (3) BOX 95230, SOWETO, KATUTURA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Patients and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43481 Permit 1447/4 (2) H IYAMBO to L N NGHINYENGWILE 74032300577 (3) BOX 95230, SOWETO, KATUTURA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Goods (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Patients and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43482 Permit 20668/0 (2) E KOTJIPATI to J S MOONDE 76040800070 (3) BOX 26798, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43498 Permit 6728/0 (2) K A NGOLA to S P KUPEPA 77111201719 (3) BOX 8436, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passen-
App. 43503 Permit 14948/2 (2) J ENKONO to B J MARITZ 75092400048 (3) PO BOX 2935, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43525 Permit 11768/0 (2) T I NESHIKO to T E NAMUTUWA 6907301100222 (3) PO BOX 40336, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43527 Permit 5033/0 (2) S EMBULA to I M NDISHITULWA 8004141065 (3) BOX 2755, SWAKOPMUND (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay to Oshikango and From Windhoek to Katima Mulilo.

App. 43547 Permit 22540/0 (2) L N SIMON to G F SIPAFANO 0072103 (3) PO BOX 61941, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 43557 Permit 11224/1 (2) L MICHAEL to A K NANDAGO 7504230000157 (3) BOX 183, OSHAKATI (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Oshakati, Ondangwa and Ongediva.

App. 43574 Permit 16740/1 (2) B KALUTE to J MUNGOLO 67012500096 (3) BOX 7574, KUISEBMUND, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area and return.